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Introduction
A major goal in Cardiovascular Medicine is to prolong life expectancy, while maintaining quality of life. We may consider that, in order to
maintain a healthy and physiologically competent cell renewal process,
an important factor would be health of the cardiovascular system. The
efferent vessels play a pivotal role in the capacity of our organic structure to preserve long-lasting normal function, by supplying necessary
substances to every living cell in our body. Thus, vascular health would
be equal to longer life.
Many characteristics are potentially deleterious to vascular health,
such as the well-known risk factors hypertension, diabetes, dyslipidemia,
and smoking. In the clinical setting, such agents are hugely injurious to
endothelial health, leading to long-term development of atherosclerotic
disease, that would - by this reasoning - abbreviate length of a diseasefree life, and reduce life expectancy.
In fact, most of the diseases that may shorten life expectancy are
cardiovascular and interrelated, such as coronary artery disease, heart
failure, cerebrovascular disease, chronic heart failure, and peripheral
artery disease. These disorders share a common factor - atherosclerotic
disease, the end result of vascular aggression.
Most of the clinical studies that support different therapeutic interventions (like statins, betablockers, angiotensin-converting enzyme
inhibitors, angiotensin receptor blocker agents, antiplatelet agents) to
reduce cardiovascular risk aim to prevent or to postpone both these
diseases and cardiovascular acute events like acute myocardial infarction
or stroke. Physical activity (PA) or physical exercise (PE), when performed
regularly, produce a series of physiological adaptations which contribute
to reduced cardiovascular risk. But can they produce effects similar to
those drugs, with an impact on hard endpoints such as acute cardiac
events or mortality?

study in London bus and postal workers1, there seemed to be a positive
relationship between PA and health. Although the mechanisms remained unclear for many years, a number of prospective studies in the last
decades of the 20th Century have shown the association between an
active lifestyle and the reduction of mortality2-4.
Most of those studies have shown that a given weekly energy expenditure was associated with a reduced all-cause and/or cardiovascular
mortality, while others have shown that the inclusion of moderate to
high-intensity activities would lead to further reduction of mortality5.
In fact, functional capacity (FC) was found to predict cardiovascular
risk in apparently healthy individuals or subjects with cardiovascular
diseases, with mean reductions around 13-15% for each additional
metabolic equivalent (MET) of FC6,7. Thus, physical fitness and PA are
clearly associated with reduced mortality rates8-11.
According to these data, it is important to fulfill some predominantly aerobic PE characteristics: volume (duration of each session
times frequency), and intensity (assessed as a percentage of maximal
oxygen uptake or maximal heart rate), to obtain training effects that
will ultimately enhance FC. Strengthening exercises may also produce
positive health effects. This leads to a concept of a given mode of
exercise, with a dosage, to be individually prescribed, to enhance the
beneficial effects, with minimal or no risk. Accordingly, we would be
working within a therapeutic range: if the dosage would be too low,
the benefits would not appear as expected; and if the dosage would
be too high, we would enter into a “toxic dosage”, with eventual sideeffects, like injuries or risk of sudden death, depending on the subject ‘s
clinical characteristics. PE must, therefore, be individually and properly
prescribed, the same way we would do with statins, anti-hypertensive
agents, betablockers or antiplatelet agents.

Mechanisms

Physical activity in the reduction of
cardiovascular risk
Physical activity (PA) has been long recognized as an important instrument to reduce all-cause and cardiovascular mortality. Since several
reports in ancient India, China, and Greece, until the classical transversal

Obviously, controlling the classical risk factors for cardiovascular
diseases would reduce cardiovascular risk. Thus, better control of the
blood pressure levels in hypertensive subjects; better glycemic control
in the diabetic patients; a better cholesterol control in dyslipidemic individuals; reducing fatty mass in obese patients: all these interventions
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could produce health benefits and all these clinical conditions may be
improved by adopting an active lifestyle, or by performing regularly
prescribed PE.
The effects of PA on lipids are also long well-recognized. Regular
PE produces an important reduction in triglycerides, mild reductions in
total cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol (with an important modification on
its composition, with bigger, less dense, and less atherogenic particles),
and an increase in HDL-cholesterol levels. This is mainly mediated by a
lipoprotein lipase increased activity, and a decreased hepatic triglyceride
lipase activity.
Changes in body composition, influenced by PA or PE, with a reduction of fatty mass, preferably with the preservation of lean body mass,
are associated with better blood pressure, glycemia, and lipids control.
The association between regular PE and reduced sympathetic tone,
with preserved cardiac vagal tone has long been recognized12. This
has been demonstrated to enhance cardiac electrical stability, which
protects against sudden cardiac death, and is associated with a better
prognosis in coronary artery disease and heart failure patients. Proper
electrocardiographic criteria for vagotonia have been described13.
Regular PA has also been associated with improved endothelial
function, both in coronary patients and healthy subjects14. Endothelial
dysfunction leads to a diminished capacity for regulating blood flow to
skeletal muscles and myocardium during high-intensity exercise, that
would lead to a hypertensive response to exercise and/or myocardial
ischemia. The enhancement of endothelial function is one of the mechanisms of blood pressure control in hypertensive subjects.
Also, physical conditioning can alter fibrinolytic variables and
fibrinogen, with an increase in tissue-type plasminogen activator (tPA) activity, an increase in the percentage of t-PA in the active form, a
decrease in plasminogen activator inhibitor type 1 (PAI-1) activity, and a
decrease in fibrinogen. These group of variables would theoretically lead
to a reduction in the probability of acute vascular events, like an acute
myocardial infarction or a stroke15. High-sensitivity C-reactive protein
is an inflammatory marker also related to atherosclerotic disease, that
may be significantly reduced by exercise training16.
In the field of the surrogate markers, with clinical relevance still to
be proved, we can include the positive association between PA and
endothelial progenitor cells17,18; we can remember that central vascular
stiffness tends to be decreased in active subjects, mainly mediated by
decreased plasma endothelin-1 levels, and by increased plasma nitric
oxide levels19; and that a reduced carotid wall thickness progression has
been associated with high-intensity exercise habits20.

Physical exercise in the cardiovascular and
metabolic diseases
Most subjects with cardiovascular and metabolic diseases are highrisk patients and, according to current clinical consensus, must follow
very rigorous goals for LDL-cholesterol levels. Most of these patients
will be, at least, on antiplatelet agents and statins. What we observe
in clinical practice is when a cardiac patient performs regular PE, it
becomes easier to keep them tightly within the LDL-cholesterol goals,
probably with a lower statin dosage. Experimental data suggest also
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a stabilization effect of long-term PE on the atherosclerotic plaques21,
that is a major expected effect of antiplatelet agents and statins on
atherosclerotic disease.
The role of exercise-based cardiac rehabilitation programs has
been long recognized in reducing mortality and cardiac events in
post-infarction patients22,23. Regular PE in coronary artery disease (CAD)
patients has been shown to improve myocardial perfusion and to retard
disease progression. PE also produces a positive influence on inflammatory and fibrinolytic variables15,16, and on endothelial function14, which
augments the stability of CAD. In selected stable CAD patients, PE has
been shown to be an interesting alternative to coronary angioplasty24,25,
and if it is performed, PE reduces the incidence of acute events26. But the
main effect is probably the increase in functional capacity, that has been
shown to be a strong predictor of mortality and myocardial infarction
in CAD patients27. It does not mean, obviously, that we must chose only
one treatment modality; if properly indicated, the patient may benefit
from interventionist treatment (either angioplasty or coronary bypass
surgery), or pharmacological treatment and PE as well28.
Exercise training is an important adjunct non-pharmacological
treatment modality for patients with heart failure (HF), that has proved
to provide positive effects on mortality, morbidity, exercise capacity
and quality of life. PE improves not only central parameters, but also
reverses the so-called skeletal muscle failure29, commonly observed
as the main cause of physical impairment in these patients. Classical
studies have shown the enhancement of autonomic balance30, the
correction of endothelial dysfunction31 and FC-dependent reduction on
mortality32-34. Also, it has been demonstrated that not only peripheral
factors are involved, but also central factors contribute to a better clinical
outcome35,36. In fact, PE has been incorporated as class IA recommendation in recent guidelines for HF patients to improve functional capacity
and symptoms37.
It has been observed that blood pressure (BP) levels in hypertensive
subjects tend to be lower (most of studies show an acute reduction of
6 to 15mmHg) after each mild-to-moderate intensity aerobic exercise
session38. The maintenance of these lower levels would last approximately 24 hours39, what would be an example of a “sub-acute” effect,
in which the “chronic” effect would be no more than the summation of
the “acute” effects. For a hypertensive subject, we can think of PE like a
medicine to be taken once a day to assure a good BP control, the same
way an anti-hypertensive agent (like an angiotensin-receptor blocker)
would act and would be taken. Besides predominantly aerobic exercises,
muscular strength exercises were also demonstrated to produce health
benefits in hypertensive patients40.
PA is today a well-recognized intervention in diabetic patients. The
central mechanism is an optimized peripheral insulin utilization, with
an enhanced insulin sensitivity. This produces lower insulin and glycemic levels. The mechanisms include both non-insuline mediated and
insulin-mediated glucose disposal. Similarly to insulin, a single bout of
exercise increases the rate of glucose uptake into the skeletal muscles,
the process being regulated by the translocation of GLUT4 glucose transporters to the plasma membrane and transverse tubules. Also, physical
exercise increases insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. Endurance exercise
further increases lipid oxidation, and glycogen reserve utilization, with
the effect of an increased insulin sensitivity, which would last from 48
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to 72 hours after each exercise session (what we could also consider as
a “sub-acute” effect)41.

18. Walther C, Gaede L, Adams V, Gelbrich G, Leichtle A, Erbs S, et al. Effect of increased
exercise in school children on phyisical fitness and endothelial progenitor cells – a
prospective randomized trial. Circulation. 2009;120:2251-9.

Conclusion

19. Miyaki A, Maeda S, Yoshizawa M, Misono M, Saito Y, Sasai H, et al. Effect of habitual
exercise on body weight and arterial function in overweight and obese men. Am J
Cardiol. 2009;104:823-8.

In conclusion, physical activity and/or physical exercise, when
performed regularly, are valuable tools to reduce cardiovascular risk,
by a series of mechanisms, leading to a better control of the classic
cardiovascular risk factors that are injurious to vascular health, and
reducing all-cause and cardiovascular mortality. Functional capacity
is a strong predictor of cardiovascular risk, with an important impact
on the reduction of mortality. Some of these effects can be produced by the use of pharmacological interventions, but the increase of
functional capacity can be obtained by physical training only. Isn’t it
time to review our prescription to our patients, including also physical
exercise as a powerful tool to help reduce cardiovascular risk and to
prolong life?
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